
Kuhn has engineered Mower
Conditioners that cut hay up or
down, wet or dry, even in
toughest conditions They
operate fast, resist clogging,
and condition hay thoroughly
to speed drying time up to 50%.
There’s less chance of
“rained-on hay,” and the
payability is improved with
a Kuhn Mower Conditioner.
Highly efficient oval disc
cutting system severs crop at
base and feeds it through free
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Built Tough ToLast
Right through the line—from the smallest
with 30-inch working width to the largest
120-mch model—Kuhn tillers are engineered
for durability and efficiency Durable so
they won't break down under heavy going
or long hours Efficient so they operate
smoothly, don t clog do a thorough job of
aerating topsoil and blending in residues
Wear-resistant heavy-duty blades
penetrate soil cleanly are faced outwards
to prevent clogging Side plates designed to
prevent soil ejection from the sides of the
rotor housing and solid support is provided
at each side of the cover Full width tillage
Completely enclosed drive shaft to the
precision heat-treated gears and a heavy-
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duty gearbox to resist shock loads and
wear Gearbox construction—with no
chains or belts—provides a unit that is
practically maintenance free
Front mounted guide wheels as standard
equipment (skids available as optional
equipment) give precise depth control and
maneuverability
Whatever your tilling needs...call on Kuhn to
turn under crop residues clean stubbie
rejuvenate grassland or provide good soil
aeration and irrigation in orchards
vineyards market gardens landscaping or
for large homeowners Six complete tiller
series with efficient power needs of as little
as 12 to 35 h p up to 140 tractor h p for the
largest models
For More Information Contact

Kuhn Farm Machinery,lnc.
PO BOX 224 VERNON NY USA 13476
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Telephone (717) 733-7951

Hamilton Equipment, Inc.
Wholesale Distributors
Visit our exhibit at the Pennsylvania Farm Show

Booth numbers 314-319, 320-325, 330-335

FC25O—5 oval cutting discs
8' cutting and transport widths

FC3OO—6 oval cutting discs
10' cutting and transport widths

PHONE 315/829 2620

swinging fingers and reversible
conditioning comb. As grass
goes through conditioning
comb, natural wax is stripped.
Conditioner is adjustable to 20
positions to suit crop and
weather. Adjustable
swathboards provide light fluffy
swaths to ensure fast drying
times. Cutterbar is height-
adjustable to suit terrain and
incorporates blade protection
features. Built tough to last'
Call or write for more information

Kuhn Farm Machinery, Inc.
DEPT PO BOX 224 VERNON NY 13476
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DELICATE CROPS MUST BE HAND-
LED WITH EXTREME CARE DURING
WINDROWING TO ENSURE THE
LEAVES REMAIN ON STEMS FOR
THIS YOU NEED A KUHN GYRO
RAKE"'

4, x The G\rorake produces single or
double swaths puls two swaths into
one turns and moves the crop all
with the same gentle action A
well shaped swath is formed whilst
leaving the raked ground clean
Thanks to its large working width the
GA 402 is ideal for high capacity
raking

Mow FAST. Mow CLEAN

Five fast spinning oval
discs give you 6 ft 7 in cutting
width Here s a high speed multidisc
mower that lets your tractor wheels
straddle the swath mows at high
speeds without clogging You get
excelled! cut regardless of crop height
or density Replaceable stone guards

protect discs and oval design discs
knife through wet or bent crops
leaves an even fluffy swath as mower
follows ground contours
automaticallyl

KUHN: Built Tough To Last
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Five oval discs feature free-
swinging blades to mow
through most anything
even fire ant hills 1

PHONE 315 829-2620
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